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2008-2014 600/700/800 TORQUE MASTER INSTRUCTIONS AND BREAK-IN

Always mix fuel 50:1 until you verify that the oil pump is in fact using approximately 1 pint per 6 
gallons average depending on riding style. More for mountains, a little less for trail riding.

Bleed small 10mm bolt head on oil pump until all air bubbles are gone. (I bleed a lot of oil to 
make sure it is truly bled.)

New water pump/oil pump belt is recommended to be replaced as per Polaris manual.

Fill and bleed cooling systems and do not drive until all heat exchangers are warm and coolant 
level stabilizes.

VERY IMPORTANT!! Please clean crankshaft PTO end and clutch bore with brake cleaner or 
alcohol so they are completely dry (and oil free). Then install.

Clutch and torque to 70-80 ft lbs after run up and short test drive. Re-torque clutch - please 
repeat at least 3 times.  Do not run machine for any extended period of time until drive clutch 
bolt torque has stabilized and will not take torque.

VERY IMPORTANT!! Start motor and warm up to operating temp then let it completely cool.  
Repeat this operation a few times and then you are ready to ride. Please note - Heat soaking 
is the single most important thing you can do to prolong the life of your motor. The cooler the 
temp the more important and longer this will take. Start motor and let it warm up a little (no 
need to get it to operating temp yet). Shut it off and let is heat soak for at least 10 minutes then 
start and bring to operating temp. To protect belt from pro-long idling you may wish to pull the 
belt down into driven a bit so it is not pulling on the drive clutch. Extended idling will overheat 
the belt if it is shimmed correctly. Make sure track is not frozen to the ground.  You will find 
increased belt life from these procedures also. Track warm-up on a stand is the best way to get 
all drive components ready to ride. (Remember, pound for pound your 800 sled motor is close 
to the same power-to-weight ratio of a NASCAR motor, which is never started or used in sub-
zero weather and treated like royalty.)

The crankcase and crankshaft tolerances have been changed over the past few years. Please 
take the time to break the bottom-end in. After heat cycling give your motor short full throttle 
runs only and do not do any extended full throttle pulls in deep snow. Do not do any long hill 
full throttle climbs for 300 miles. After theses steps have been taken, ride it like a rental and 
enjoy your torque master and many years of trouble free riding.	
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